APPENDIXES
English Lesson Plan
Topic: Democracy

Objectives

Students will learn about the concept of democracy.

Students will take part in the election.

Students will be able to give their opinions and ideas.

Teaching Sequence

Elicit from students what they have know about democracy.

Introduce the concept of democracy.

Give the instructions to the students about what they have to do.

Students, who are the presidents, present the speeches.

Discuss the presentation with the citizens.
Evaluations

Guide the citizens to choose the leader through vote.

Give corrections to the presidents about their speeches.

Conclude the material in overall and the activities that just happen.
APPENDIX II

THE PICTURES OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE TEACHING
IN THE FIFTH GRADE OF CIPUTRA ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL

PRE-INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES
WHILST — INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES
APPENDIX III

THE RESULTS OF THE FIFTH GRADE STUDENTS' ASSIGNMENTS

GROUP I : PARTAI ANAK CIPUTRA ( P. A. C )
P.A.C

Symbole: [P.A.C symbol]

Job: President: Marcel

Given: mini zoo

My work: Make a fitness club

- Make a race, such as running in each place there are bunches of
give a cable vision in each TV

give a salon in each grade

every student have 1 Giant locker

- In every month outing in the other country for 7 day

- make a big bookstore

- Give 3 day holiday in each week

- Give a time zone in the school

- Make the school bigger

- Give a cinema in school

- Give a Mall in the school

- Give an escalator

- 1 new month a famous people mentor

- Can choose all exam

- Can bring electricity/electric

- Give a filing for...
Nice to meet you guys. I will introduce our party, the party is APC. If I win, I will make a massive remarkable change. We will make the school like your dreams.

I will make the school bigger, going to the other country every month for 7 days. Give three days holiday, giving complete mini mall into every 3 months. Meet a famous person, can choose all excels. Can bring electronic things, make a flying fox. In every where will have a protection, give cable vision in each tree. Given a salon in each grade, every student will have an electronic giant locker and hospital. If you go up to the upper grade, you can choose our class. Our symbol is King Pac Man because APC is our party and King is the symbol of the winner. So we will win with this party.

Vision - I want Ciputra school be the best school in the world and have a high quality student so the Ciputra school will be famous. Have many branch in other country and be an international school, forever.
GROUP II: WINGS OF PEACE (W.O.P)
**CAMPAIGN**

**Name:** Wings of peace

**Symbol:**

---

**Jobs:**

- President - Vicky
- *Summer Camp = Holiday for summer, with all the people in class.*
- *Retreat*
- *Party*

- The student can go inside the classroom, but each class must have teacher to make it more safe.
- *Low the canteen food price*
- *Cook in UKS every week*
- *For the academic pupil, we will sent her/him to the other school in the other country.*
- *The cleanest class* - from 1-2, 3-4, 5-6 will have a certificate.

**Rules:**

- The students can bring their hp/gameboy, but if it lost, it’s your responsible.
- The students can wear free clothes every Wednesday, Thursday.
* The students must study very hard.
* Watch video every Tuesday & Wednesday/free time.
* No running in corridor except for emergency.

X * Cut the students hair every year but if the student don't want to that's ok.
* No change hair colour.
* Neat clothes.

X * Students are not allowed to use tattoo in school.
* The pupils can make party by their own, but they have to have permission by their class teacher.
* The kopras can only sell these things:
  - stationary  - other that's good.
  - comics
  - papers
  - decorating things.

* The kopras must low their prices.

SPEECH:

Good morning, my name is Vini and this is my friend. We're from the Wings of peace, my job is as the president & I will make some speech about the rules & maybe you could give some comments or suggestions later. The reason why I've chosen the Wings of peace was because in the first time I don't know what's the name and the symbol, but that time I suggest to make the symbol first, that will be easy to make the name later. But then the idea just came out from my head, and we agreed that we call it Wings of peace.

Peace
Now I'll tell you about my ideas. First we'll have the Summer camp, retreat to a beautiful place, a party every month, low the canteen price, check to the UKS every week, we'll have some class competitions about the cleanest class, and for the academic students we'll send him/her to the school from another country but if he/she doesn't want to that's ok.

You know, I have some rules and if you're not agree with it, you can give some comments later. My idea about the rule is: you could bring up or gameboy but you take care it, you could wear free clothes every Wednesday & Thursday, the students must maximum work, you could watch video twice in a week, no running in class or corridor except for emergency, you should wear neat clothes, you can't change your hair colour, low the kopras price, and you could make your own party but you should ask the permission to class teacher.

Ok I think that's enough, so does anybody have a comment or idea? (finish) I think that's all my speech and thank you for listening.
GROUP III : RAGNAROK PARTY (R. O. P)
SPEECH

If our party is elected & I'm the president I will make the changes to the school rules:

1. Can use free clothes but your class teacher choose. If tomorrow your teachers say wear yellow so all students in the class use yellow. Because if your friend or teacher looking at you will not bored. Teacher too.

2. Everyday come to school start from 08:00-15:00 & only 4 days come to school. Because if I arrived school at 07:15 AM, that's too early for everyone and in the school every one still feels sleepy so not concentrate in the lesson. Oh! Ya! I more thing if I usually at school 6.30 hours now I change it become 5 hours only. Arrived at school 08:00 AM & go home at 15:00 PM Because if too long in school maybe you feel bored come to school.

3. Can use tattoo, hair style & hair colors come to school because I want freedom to choose how can I look. It is ok if you don't want to use it.

4. I will give each student & teacher 1 id card & each time they go to school. It post because I want to make the school safe so disguise want to kidnap someone cannot come in because we have security system.

5. If someone disguises as a kidnapper they cannot come into school.
GROUP IV: WORLD WARRIORS FALCON (W.W.F)
President

1. Student can have free time at each lessons 30 minutes
2. Each class have 20 students
3. Each student must have a Pentium 4 desktop with Windows XP system from school
4. The foods should be free
5. Students can wear free clothes
6. The school must give the student: handphone Nokia 7200 and 3200
7. Student start school at 7:30 am go home at 12:30
8. Student come to school 3 times for a week
9. The school must have: sauna, Jacuzzi, shower
10. The students wasn't pay the school fee so it's free
Well & friends, today my group will present our comments for school. My name is Rovin.

and I'm the president in the W.W.S campaign. W.W.S campaign means Word Warrior & Falcon. I give this name because warrior is strong & falcon is also strong, smart, rapid & this two kinds of a power. So now I'm gonna start my comments.

The students don't have free time for 30 minutes each. They can read the books or activity drawing so to make them fresh again & not lazy. So the free time is refreshing them. In each class there are students because if too many, it is going to be so noisy. Each student must have Pentium 100 lab so they can get more information & complete their work on the lab. The students can have their meal free even the cost of the food is expensive because the students will not be hungry if they have no money. The students can buy their free clothes if they want because they will not be bored. The school should give the students a lunch box of 700 & 500 each because if they miss something about school equipments/book they can call home. My friends, the students start school at 7:30-7:35 am. They weren't be tired. All of the students in the school come 3 times a week to school so if they have to go out with families, they can go early. The school must have sound, jacuzzi & hot water shower to make them
be fresh and not tired. The students must pay the 
school fee since it's free because the school fee actually 
is expensive.

so I have finished my comments today.